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Two Wholes of a Half

I am taking a test;  
the STAR,  
the CASHEE,  
the SAT, the ACT.

I am filling out an application:  
the CA DMV, The Bank of something,  
The California State University of fill in the blank.  
I’m looking at the test proctor, at the bank teller,  
at the man or woman behind the desk looking at me,  
waiting for me to–  
I must choose.

I am looking at the boxes,  
Staring at the boxes.

Which one do I choose?

Who in the hell made this a decision that I must make anyways?

I am reading the fine print,  
Only check one, you cannot check two.

You can only be one…  
But what if i’m not just one?

What if I am two,  
three,
or what if I was all four?
Is there really only four?

Only four of a kind that you will grade,
Only four of a kind that you will accept,
Only four of a kind that you will
Box?

I must choose,
I must pick,
and it can only be one.

You must decide on a half
and that’s all you will ever be...
but what if I have decided that I want to be whole?

Looking at the boxes,
Staring at the boxes:

“White/Caucasian”, “Hispanic”, “African American/Black”, “Asian”.

You cannot be whole.

Because in this world:
two halves don’t make a whole,
but two wholes do make a half.

I am drawing my own box,
and I am making it BIG.
I may not be whole,
but I am Full.

Full of race.
Full of culture.
Full of perspective.

Full of choice.